
INCENTIVES, EVENTS, MEETINGS, CONGRESSES … 

WHY IN  SICILY? 
… because everything you could wish for your incentive trip, your congress, your 

event, you will find in Sicily! A "continent" at the center of the Mediterranean Sea, 

a mixture of cultures and arts, with all the natural landscapes that can be  

imagined. The "good season" starts in March and ends in the middle of November. 

Its international airports are Catania (Eastern Sicily) and Palermo (Western  

Sicily), very well connected with all Italian cities and with many European cities.  



FOR YOUR EVENTS WE SUGGEST   
YOU EASTERN SICILY 

Here you will find the top attractions of the region: 

The Etna, the highest volcano in Europe, with its 3,300 meters; it is also the larg-

est Regional Park in Sicily (Unesco heritage). Taormina, one of the best known 

tourist destinations in Europe. Syracuse: colony of the "Big Greece"; It has also 

been more powerful and greater than 

Athens, Unesco heritage for its baroque 

buildings. The Aeolian Islands, the 

"seven sisters", which are in front of the 

north-eastern coast; all of  volcanic ori-

gin, with the crater of Stromboli always 

active (Unesco heritage as well). 



A WIDE CHOICE OF HOTELS FOR 
YOUR CUSTOMERS 

The Sicilian receptive  offer has improved a lot in the last decade, with new hotels, 
in particular 5 stars luxury. All well equipped with conference rooms. But there are 
also many 4 stars superior and charming 4 stars, suggested for incentives. 

 

In Eastern Sicily we can offer: 
- Five 5 stars hotels in Taormina center and five in Taormina beach. Two  5 stars in 

Catania and  three in Syracuse. 

- Very good superior and standard 4 

stars hotels - charming and modern -  

in Taormina, Catania and Syracuse. 

 

Both the hotels of 5 stars and that of 4 

stars have congress centers able to 

host meetings up to 400 people  

 



  THREE EXCURSIONS 
NOT TO BE MISSED  

 

The Etna with its 3,300 meters of height it 

is the highest volcano in Europe, a the largest 
natural park in Sicily. By  bus we reach 1.800 
meters, where you can admire the "Silvestri 
Craters", now no more active, and stroll in the 
souvenir shops and bars. From here you can 
continue by cable car up to 2,200 meters and 
decide whether to climb with 4x4 minibuses to 3,000 meters, from where - accom-
panied by experts alpine guide - you can easily reach the area of central craters, at 
a safe distance. 
 

 

Taormina since 1800 it has been the destination of 

the great European travelers, thanks to its mild cli-
mate, its panoramas, its sea, the archaeological re-
mains, its medieval little streets. The best visit of 
Taormina is the one that is made individually, to dis-
cover the best foreshortenings quietly; but with an ex-
pert tourist guide we suggest visiting at least the An-
cient Theater (the second largest in Sicily) with splen-
did views over the 
bay of Taormina and 

the smoking Etna, the Roman Odeon, and to see 
outside the medieval Palazzo Corvaja. A “must” 
is as well a shopping stroll. 

 
 

Syracuse the visit of the city begins in the  

archaeological park, where are the Greek  
Theater (the largest second in the world), the 
altar of Ierone, the "Dionisio Ear" (an artificial 
grotto), and the Roman amphitheater. The visit 
can continue in the baroque historical center of 
the city, on the islet of Ortigia; here you can ad-
mire the remains of the Temple of Apollo, the 
Baroque cathedral (built on the pre-existing 
Temple of Athena, of which the columns are still 
visible), and the mythical Aretusa Spring with its 
papyrus plants. 



FASCINATING  

VENUES...  
 

In Sicily you can find atmos-

pheres of charm in incomparable 

settings in the aristocratic palaces 

(built in the classic Baroque-

Sicilian style), residences of the last Sicilian "Leopards"; for your events you can 

rent also castles, villas, mansions, and fortified farms, historical wineries.   

Some of this venues are          

famous because  have been set 

of some famous movies, such 

as “The Godfather” 

 

All the location are equipped 

for gala dinners and for hosting 

congresses and meetings, with 

the "warm" and typical Sicilian 

atmosphere. 



TEAM BUILDING  
- Go-kart team competitions 

- Treasure hunting or photographic  

hunting  

- Cooking classes 

- Orienteering, kayak, canyoning,  

rafting, hydrospeed, mountain bike 

- Fishing competitions  

 - Flashmob, invisible cities, golf in the 

city, Italian Street Food festival   

and so on ... 
 

  ACTIVITIES 
-  Escursions by private 4 x 4  on the Etna 

- Tastings of wines and typical products 

- Diving and snorkeling 

- Helicopter flights, hang gliding 

- Hiking in the natural parks, in caves and on 

volcanoes, golf competitions for beginners, boat escursions (yacht or sailing 

boats) 

ask for more! 
 

SPECIAL EVENINGS 

- Dinner in the house of "The Godfather": the palace where have been shouted 

some parts of the famous movie. 

- Pizza party: tasting of pizza and typical dishes in a pizza set. 

- Aristocratic dinner in an aristocratic palace with the waiters dresses with a livery  

of the XVIII century; classic music concerts  

- Disco dance  



AN EXCELLENT CUISINE:                            
A REAL TOURISTIC ATTRACTION 

Sicilian cuisine is the style 

of cooking on the island of Sicily. It shows 

traces of  all cultures  that  have existed  

on the island of Sicily over the last two  

millennia.   Although its cuisine is similar 

to the Italian cuisine, Sicilian food also 

has Greek, Spanish, French and Arab in-

fluences. The "baroque" splendors of pa-

trician cuisine has been celebrated in the 

novel "The Leopard".  

The tastes of the Sicilian gastronomy are 

indeed touristic "attractions". The Sicil-

ian cook Mithaecus, born during 5th cen-

tury BC, is credited with having brought 

knowledge of Sicilian gastronomy to 

Greece: his cookbook was the first in 

Greek, therefore he was the earliest cook-

book author in any language whose name is known. 

AND TO FINISH, A TOAST WITH A SICILIAN WINE  
The excellence achieved by the Sicilian wine production is known 

all over the world. Sicily's oenological history is an ancient one, dat-

ing from the time when the island was part of Magna Graecia.  

Sicilian oeniculture is not just varietals.  Sicily's vintage wines are a 

magical creation, and many of the island's traditional wines and 

spirits are famous far beyond its shores. Several boast denomination of origin 

(appellation). The magic is in the fertile soil and Sicily's long, cloudless summers – 

with humidity but virtually no rain from June until harvesting in late August – two 

factors which make Sicilian vintages remarkably consistent. 



PROUD MEMBER OF 

Norma Vacanze is a D.M.C. and receptive agency in Sicily and have been ser-

ving the international travel community for over 27 years now. With staff and 
network of contracted hotels, transport companies, multilingual guides and tour 
managers, we are well equipped to provide high quality services and arrange-
ments. 
 
We are a competitive organization and pride ourselves on the highest level of ser-
vice and attention to all bookings. We know how important your incentive clients 
are and we offer you our expertise and experience in this field. Once we know the 
character and specific requirements, we will suggest and help you select those ho-
tels, restaurants and other program elements which are best suited for your speci-
fic group. Norma Vacanze will work with you to create a memorable experience 
whatever the size of the group. To ensure the quality of all arrangements we will 
use only the most reliable transportation companies and tour guides. 
 
For your events we can offer innovative and creative ideas, professional expertise, 
on-site management on demand, and the ability to focus on the special interests 
of your client. We have operated extremely successful incentive programs in Sicily. 

 
Our office is in Palermo, but we have as well an office in Taormina 

Our staff speaks fluently English, German, French and Spanish 
 

NORMA VACANZE s.r.l. Via Carbone, 139 — 90151 Palermo. Tel. +39 091 6840754  
ninocaronia@normavacanze.it    www.normavacanze.it 


